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Summary 
The Whole-Team Game allows you understand the benefits and mechanics of whole-team approach by 

simulating work in an agile team, first as specialists then as generalizing specialists.  The goal is to better 

understand how whole-team approach works and affects software development. 

About whole-team approach 
Whole-team approach is an XP practice in which the entire team works as a unit to share responsibility 

for producing high-quality software in a timeframe that maximizes its value to the business. This 

necessitates that all skills needed for delivery are represented among the team, including the customer, 

who sit and work together as a group of “generalizing specialists,” or those who, though they may have 

specific skills in one area (e.g., programming) are also able to cross functions. The implication is that the 

development team has the requisite testing, database and user interface skills, etc., and does not rely on 

external experts or teams of experts for these sorts of things. 

The practice is rooted in the Agile Manifesto principle that business people and developers must 

work together daily throughout the project. So a key aspect of whole-team approach that distinguishes 

agile from other types of development philosophies is that the customer is considered part of the team. 

Whole-team approach benefits teams and customers because it can: 

 Lower risk to delivery (by reducing the team’s dependence on particular-skilled people) 

 Improve velocity/cycle time (by reducing bottlenecks) 

 Produce better ideas and quality (by encouraging code being designed for testability) 

 Reduce defects and other waste (by reducing handoffs) 

 Allow team to work within budget (by facilitating use of common tools) 

 Increase work satisfaction (by involving team members throughout process) 

Learning objectives 
If you aren’t familiar with whole-team approach and/or would like to experience how it differs from 

specialization. Learn how whole-team approach: 

 reduces delays when a team member is unavailable 

 reduces number of handoffs 

 reduces defects 

 increases work satisfaction 

 improves velocity/cycle time  

Number of players 
Four  to 100 (best played in teams of four) 
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Time to play 
20-45 minutes 

Object 
Iteratively improve to create a cohesive “product” by applying skill cards to complete “user stories.” A 

team competes against itself to improve upon its previous round. 

Contents 
 1 deck of 72 skill cards, 1-9 in green, blue, red and yellow (use one deck for every four players) 

 1 deck of story cards (use one deck for every four players) 

 Product board 

Setup 
1. Divide into teams of 4-6.  

2. Choose one person to be scorekeeper. If you have five or more people on your team, you can 

optionally have someone be an observer. 

3. Each team gets a deck of playing cards and a deck of story cards. 

4. Draw four story cards and place them face up on the table. 

 

Instructions 
The game is played in rounds or “iterations.” The game is open-ended or “infinite”; that is, it is played 

less to win and more for the purpose of continuing the game in order to learn. Teams can play as many 

rounds as they like, but at least three. 

The game contains skill cards and story cards. Play begins with one player from the team drawing and 

turning over a story card. The team must “solve” the card by bringing the appropriate skills to bear on it; 

each story is completed by having at least on skill card in each skill (customer/business, testing/QA, 

programming, user experience/design). In round 1, players play as specialists and simply replace the 

number of skill cards, but in round 2, each player acquires skill cards through pairing with his 

teammates. When the team solves a story, they place it into their product board and gradually connect 

story pieces to each other to form a “product.” 

 Teams score points for number of stories completed, the length of their product boundary (which 

measures the cohesion of their “product”) and lose points for work in progress and each time they 

engage in rework (to change their product layout). 

Gameplay 

1. One player pulls one of the four story cards for the team to work on and replenishes the backlog 

with a card from the story draw pile. 

2. Another player decides where in the product board the card will be placed. 

3. Players try to solve the card by playing cards from their hand. To solve a card, 



a. Each color must match a number on the card (at least one of each skill card is played). 

b. Each number on the card must be represented. 

4. If the team cannot solve a card that it starts, it sets it aside and continues.  

5. When the player(s) match the numbers on the story card, they put the card into the product 

board and draw a skill card of the color they played to replenish their hands. They must obey the 

product design rules:  

 Story cards must all face the same way 

 Each story must join to the product by at least one side (no simply at a corner) 

 Adjoining sides must be the same 

6. The round ends when four minutes are up. At the end of the round: 

a. Scorekeeper tabulates all the points (see scoring table below) 

b. Team clears the product board 

c. Team has a brief retrospective 

Round 1: Play as specialists (optionally put walls between each player) 

1. Each player gets eight (seven?) cards of one suit 

2. Players cannot  trade or pair to solve stories 

3. One player decides which card to start on 

4. First player who works on the card must specify on the product board where it will go 

 

Round 2+: Play as whole team 

1. Player gets four cards of one suit 

2. Players can  trade like numbers and pair to solve stories 

3. Team may discuss together which card to start on 

4. Two players can combine two cards (same or different color) – that is, pair – whose sum equals 

one of the numbers on the story (e.g., a story card with 8 can be solved with a green 2 and a 

yellow 6, along with the other colors). As a result, some story cards will be solved with 5 or more 

cards. Cards can double to combine – e.g., to solve a 38 story, a yellow 6 that combines with a 

green 2 can also count as yellow’s contribution. 

5. When two players work together to solve a card, they each get a bonus skill card (in addition to 

the one they replenish with) of the color of their pair’s card (e.g., the player with the blue 2 who 

pairs with green 6 gets one green and one blue skill cards). 

 Round 1 Round 2+ 

Initial cards per player 7, all one suit 4, all one suit 

3 8 2 6 38 



Pairing No Yes, combine to solve 

Determine location of story in 
product 

First to work on story (blind) Team 

Round duration 4 minutes 4 minutes 

   

 

Scoring 
Teams get points each round for the number of stories that they complete and for the level of quality 

they build. 

Add points for Subtract points for 

 Each completed story in your product 
(only those connected to the product) 

 Each unit in the longest contiguous 
boundary in your product. No points are 
awarded for boundaries that are back-to-
back (i.e., interior boundaries) 

 Each story that is in progress (started but 
incomplete) 

 Each time you change the position of a 
story in your product (either to attach a 
disconnected piece or to reposition an 
connected piece) 

Optional game roles 
If you have more than four players on your team, you can optionally have people play the following 

roles. 

Observer 

The observer sits or stands nearby but doesn’t participate in the game. Instead, he or she jots notes 

about the game. 

Scorekeeper  

The scorekeeper tracks points each round and makes sure players are following the rules. 

Round retrospective and postgame discussion questions 
 What differences did you notice between round 1 and round 2? 

 In what ways is your current approach like the approach in round 1? Round 2? 

 How did the rules affect your thinking between round 1 and round 2? 

 What rules do you currently have in place – either officially or unofficially – that impact your 

approach? 

 Which team is in better position to succeed if the project were to continue? 

 What did you like and dislike about each round? 


